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Abstract
Since introduced by Peplau in the 1950’s the psychotherapeutic relationship has been a defining element of psychiatric
mental health (PMH) nursing practice. While the components of the therapeutic relationship have been detailed over the
decades, PMH nurses appear to be faltering in particular aspects of the relationship process. Individuals hospitalized on
inpatient psychiatric units have reported that nurses often failed to engage. Nursing leaders believe that the specialty has
not articulated what PMH nurses do within the relationship that helps clients lead a more meaningful life. We suggest what
remains ambiguous is not what nurses do within the relationship but the language to depict the mental processes involved
in relationship building particularly in the engagement phase. Using the language of interpersonal neuroscience three key
engagement processes are detailed, i.e., resonance, attunement and mentalizing. The healing elements of the relationship
are explored particularly how attention to individuals’ narratives of experiences supports their movement towards
integration and coherence.
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1 Introduction
Pose the question in Google, “What is the mind?” and the search engine’s top response appears: “the element of a person
that enables them to be aware of the world and their experiences, to think, and to feel; the faculty of consciousness and
thought” [1]. This depiction of the mind conjures up an image of an amorphous “thinking component” of one’s brain; a part
that processes incoming stimuli, information, sensations and then moves these data to an action center. While a valid
depiction, in the last 20 years the field of interpersonal neuroscience has introduced a broader perspective of the mind,
suggesting one’s experience of the mind occurs within distinct patterns of neural activity. At the most basic level this
experience of the mind arises from the flow of energy in the brain; energy born from synaptic firing as stimuli from the
outside world or from internal sensations, thoughts or memories initiate activity in particular neurons [2]. The mind is
organized by these firing patterns. Moreover these same patterns organize incoming information since such data triggers
(for that individual) a typical neural firing in the brain. This network of firing patterns creates a mental image be it an
image that is expressed as a sensation or an object with a linguistic tag. For example the smell of fresh baked cookies might
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create a mental image along with the associations one holds to eating a sweet, the act of baking or perhaps being a recipient
of another’s warm offering. At this point of association to the cookie smell the individual is having an experience of the
mind.
The energy that creates experiences of the mind is influenced by and influences what we take in and what we put forth; a
bi-directional energy flow. To grasp this bi-directional idea think of information as the meaning of events; how we
represent an experience or another person to ourselves. So a neural firing pattern is symbolic in the sense that how an
individual comes to define an event or occurrence is influenced by associations to the event, memories (operating both in
and out of awareness) as well as emotions associated with it. For instance when a work colleague annoys us to the point
that we perseverate on the situation, one is experiencing the mind calling up associations to the person but also what that
person’s action represents to us be it disregard, threat, or excessive expectation for performance. This snapshot of
interpersonal neuroscience is the first layer of a system that builds to suggest how relationships with self and with others
results in growth producing integration of the thinking/feeling/remembering aspects of one’s brain; an integration that
moves us towards a healthy mind and meaningful life.

2 Psychiatric mental health nursing and their relationship
tradition
How might psychiatric mental health (PMH) nurses use ideas from interpersonal neuroscience to inform their practice?
PMH nurses are trained in multiple sciences (psychiatry, medical science, psychotherapies, neuroscience, and prevention
science) but the organizing platform for their practice is intervention within the context of the relationship; as Peplau
(1997) succinctly stated “the fact remains the work of nurses occurs during their interaction with patients” ([3] p. 162).
Research confirms that interventions psychiatric nurses provide e.g., cognitive behavioural, supportive dynamic or
interpersonal, are not as important to patients as the relationships that build within the experience [4]. This holds true in
intervention scenarios that are short term, such as helping an individual in crisis [5] or in extended therapeutic exploration
with individuals dealing with serious mental health issues [6]. Interestingly while particular interpersonal and
communication elements common to the PMH therapeutic relationship are well recognized [7-9], research suggests
hospitalized individual’s frequently report that nurses failed to engage with them during inpatient psychiatric
treatment [10, 11]. Similarly contemporary PMH thought leaders believe that psychiatric nurses have failed to clearly
articulate what they do with patients within the relationship and the contributions they make to the health of mental health
service users [12].
How is it that the relationship element of PMH practice is identified as the critical element of the discipline yet at the same
time eludes explication and perhaps consistent enactment? Several dynamics might underlie this conundrum. One possible
culprit is the customary way the PMH nurses have come to think about and depict their work with patients. When asked
inpatient PMH nurses appear to easily recall anecdotes of their interactions with patients [13]. Qualitative investigations
attest that PMH nurses tell stories about their relationship work and the approaches they use to forge connections with
patients [14]. Perhaps PMH nurses think of relationships only in the context of their connection with a particular patient or
in terms of activities embedded in every-day practice [15]. Berg and Hallberg (2000) maintain such stories are more about
doing for patients rather than being with the individual; relationship aspects that are difficult to grasp and articulate [16]. If
so the relationship elements of PMH practice remain elusive not only because of a proclivity towards case-based
depictions but also due to an inability to articulate the mental process and “being with” skills involved in the engagement
process.
This is perplexing because from Peplau forward the processes involved in PMH relationship building have been explored
and elaborated [17-20]. Given the availability of such literature how could the nursing relationship remain ambiguous and
unformulated [21]? We suggest what remains elusive and ambiguous is not what nurses do but lack of a language to depict
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how they are thinking, sensing and responding to patients as they attempt to forge engagement. As Dziopa & Ahern (2008)
suggested the mental work involved in building a relationship is often treated as instinctive and thus the descriptors fail to
define the cognitive/affective processes at play as the relationship proceeds [7]. Thus to fully represent the relationship
process nurses must couple the actions they take with the cognitive processes utilized to build the therapeutic relationship.
If nurses are to realize this goal and verbalize what transpires during therapeutic interactions a language is needed for the
cognitive or “being with” components of the relationship process.
Interpersonal neuroscience supplies this language. It brings forward concepts that fit with the engagement process;
particularly cognitive mechanisms operating as a PMH nurse mentally moves into the patient’s experience of illness.
Interpersonal neuroscience has many interconnecting ideas but in this instance we will focus on the mechanisms it
suggests when the mind engages during interpersonal interactions. These ideas should help PMH nurses think
conceptually about what they attend to and how they use their own affective responses as they forge connections with
clients. With these neuroscience concepts nurses will have a language for the putative mental processes at play in building
engagement, understanding patients’ experiences and for re-shaping narratives such that relationships release their healing
capacity [22]. The language can also be used to teach new PMH nurses and students about how nurses engage with patients.
Finally interpersonal neuroscience revitalizes Peplau’s notion of the relationship as therapeutic by bringing a new
language to her ideas on healing through integration of experiences.
To mesh Peplau and the language of interpersonal neurobiology three of her relational tenets are examined; the need for
nurses to 1) relate meaningfully to the reactions of patients; 2) help the patient become aware of reactions; and 3) get to
know the patient’s view of self and predicament [3]. These three Peplau principles guide the intentional actions that
promote the relationship. Drawing from key elements of interpersonal neurobiology we suggest that PMH nurses could
use this theory to explain their attunement with patients, how they come to apprehend the patient’s state of mind, and how
the patient’s narrative of illness contributes to their formulation of the individual’s core issues.

3 Development of a relationship base: Interpersonal
resonance
A particularly useful component of Peplau’s teaching on the relationship was how the nurse initiated the engagement
process. As she instructed nurses needed to relate meaningfully to patients’ reactions to their illness, including the
psychological and social changes that illness forces on them [23]. Inpatient psychiatric nurses often form an in-the-moment
response to an individual experiencing an acute exacerbation of illness. Perhaps this individual is disorganized, anxious,
frantic or raw from engulfing paranoia. On the other end of the spectrum hospitalized individuals may be dispirited and see
no way beyond the darkness that surrounds them. Adolescents may react to their mental distress by normalizing the
experience or projecting their problems on the perceived deficiencies of caregivers. In each instance the nurse is set to
apprehend that experience and the accompanying affects and reflect back that understanding to the patient. While a
seemingly straightforward process research informs us that nurses may be faltering at this initial connection [24].
Interpersonal neuroscience provides a language that clarifies the elements of this initial engagement building, i.e., to relate
meaningfully to the reaction of the patient. The process begins with presence where the nurse by non-verbal mannerisms
and expression sends the intention to the patient; “I am here and available, no judging, just listening” [25]. Via responses,
eye contact and body language the nurse transmits to the patient the intent of seeking to apprehend what the individual
needs; an intent Peplau understood as signaling receptivity and interest [3]. This step of the engagement process is easily
under estimated. A consultation -liaison nurse related to one of the authors that when she visits patients on the medical
units they usually open up to her, often for the first time since admission, leading the nurses on the floor to view her as a”
miracle worker.” Yet she relates “All I do is sit down.” Interpersonal neuroscience would suggest that with her sitting
behavior and expression she is also sending an important intent to listen and to be available to hear the story; an intent the
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patient experiences and responds to. Interpersonal neuroscience places a conceptual structure around this process by
postulating that this intention setting begins the focus on the patient’s emotional or mental life.
Along with transmitting intention, the PMH nurse’s actions are reflecting back to the patient his/her interpretation of the
individual’s emotional experience. Empathy is a well-known concept described as how one employs observation,
reasoning, and knowledge to come to a psychological inference or insight that reflects the patient’s emotions [26]. In the
engagement process the nurse’s mind is creating a match to what he/she perceives in the other and with this activity creates
an emotional resonance. At this point, on an unconscious or implicit level, nurses may also be sensing and reading their
own somatic and affective shifts [27]. These processes set up what Dan Siegel (1999) (the scientist/clinician who developed
interpersonal neurobiology) terms collaborative communication; the fine tuning of responses where eye contact, facial
expressions and gestures are in sync; a process whereby the patient “feels felt” [2].
Thus in their efforts to relate meaningfully to the patient nurses are drawing upon three cognitive/emotional processes,
sending intention, empathy, and collaborative communication. All of this mental effort is done in the service of facilitating
resonance such that individual has the experience of feeling felt. In this instance, interpersonal neuroscience couples action
with the putative mental activity involved and in doing so clarifies the processes inherent in the nurse’s action. By
understanding these first steps in engagement PMH nurses can direct attention and awareness to the mental activities
involved in the process.

4 The process behind the mirror: Mentalization
Peplau instructed that in addition to paying attention to patients’ reactions to their illness, the interpersonal relationship
demanded that nurses focus on helping patients become aware of and make sense of these reactions. So a component of the
engagement process operates on a conscious or explicit level involving not just a felt sense of the patient’s reaction but a
cognitive grasp of the individual’s state of mind. In the developmental realm such activity has been termed mentalization,
a mother’s capacity to read the child’s experience- a process that demands the mother go beyond the concrete and make
sense of the child’s behavior in light of his/her mental state; i.e., the underlying intentions and emotion [28]. Placing this
process in the context of interpersonal neurobiology, Siegel (2007) termed such interchanges mindsight; an interaction
where an individual comes to make (in his/her mind) a representation of the mind of the other [27]. The concepts (mindsight
and mentalization) are quite similar; both involve explicit and implicit processes during which individuals interpret their
own and another’s action as having meaning: an interpretation based on conscious mental activity such as apprehending
the beliefs and reasons around illness the patient expresses as well as the underlying affects that may remain unspoken [29].
How in their daily work do PMH nurses use their own mentalizing capacities as they strive to come to “know” the patient’s
state of mind? Understanding how memories, sensations and the symptoms of an illness may impact the patient’s
experience nurses look beyond the current presentation of behaviour. They strive to apprehend the patient’s state of mind
by attending to what is said, his/her affect, all the while integrating these data with knowledge of the patient and the events
that are unfolding. The representation that forms in the nurse’s mind is also influenced implicitly by his/her somatic
reaction to the individual. An example of this process comes to mind that involved a patient one of the authors cared for on
an inpatient unit. This individual was experiencing debilitating depression as well as tremendous distress over a physical
issue, difficulty urinating. This was a long standing problem exacerbated by her bouts of severe depression. Dealing with
the physical issue on successive evenings, we first focused on her current dispirited state, her sense of defeat at the
recurring depression as well as her anxiety over her elimination problems. All of those emotions seemed to be swirling
around every interaction, feelings which the author often articulated and validated with the patient. In some sense, my
capacity to hold in my mind a representation of this patient as having these feelings and intentions allowed her (via my
mental representation of it ) to discover her own internal experience [30].
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As Peplau reminded nurses they spend more time with patients than any other professional, a fact probably true both in
inpatient and outpatient services. This time factor gives the nurse an opportunity to help the patient become aware of and
make some sense of his/her reactions to the current conditions. Understanding what patients are responding to and their
needs at that moment brings in the language of mentalization/mindsight since it involves picking up on the individual’s
verbal message, feelings, and body language to create a “mental match” with the individual’s state of mind. Practitioners’
efforts to pay attention to their own state of mind help them attune to the patient’s state of mind. Thus an essential
component of mentalizing is interpreting one’s reactions in term of one’s own mental state; which brings in the concept of
self-reflection. While a practice PMH nurses have long held as essential [31], the concept takes on additional significance
when placed in the context of the mentalization process.
How does mindsight/mentalizing connect to the Peplau notion that nurses should help patients become more aware of their
reactions to their illness? Thus far the focus has been on mentalizing; the mental activities where nurses’ pay attention on
purpose to the patient’s state of mind and then by their own implicit and explicit self-reflection signal that understanding to
the individual. But how does this mental activity relate to a patient focusing on responses to his/her situation? Siegel
(2006) believes that with mentalizing “reverberating interactions” occur; interactions through which individuals may be
able to experience and become aware of previously unbearable states of activation [27]. This relationship concept was
echoed by Adnøy Erickson et al. (2014) in their study of nurse-patient engagement and recovery [24]. These researchers
concluded that when nurses are able to signal they have noticed what is being said and the person feels heard individuals
are able to open up to perspectives on their experiences that they might not have considered. In this light connecting with
an individual’s experience via mentalizing, particularly when accompanied by a respectful, genuine and a nonjudgemental attitude is a preliminary step to exploring with individuals how they make sense of their experiences [32, 33].

5 Stories and the coherent sense of self
Peplau believed that within the relationship the focus on the patient also facilitates an understanding of the patient’s view
of self; their rendition of what it is like to be him or her [34]. How does the nurse construct this rather intimate knowledge of
the other? We see it builds from intentional presence and resonance and mindsight; a process that leads here- apprehending
the patient’s conscious views of self and his/her situation. Peplau said that this activity involved asking who, what, and
where questions to stimulate patients’ descriptions and stories. Indeed stories are critical to this process. Narrative theorist
see stories as ways individuals frame events; events that have meaning to the individual and which in a sense pull together
parts of the self [35]. As Hall & Powell (2011) so succinctly explain, narratives reveal the meanings and emotional impact
events have for the client [35].
Interpersonal neurobiology also recognizes the importance of the narrative emphasizing the role of autobiographical
memory to one’s sense of coherence across time. Experiences that become part of conscious or explicit memory seed how
we come to represent ourselves in a neural map of “this is me” [2]. Explicit memories are the events recalled with conscious
detail; including details of the event (semantic) and traces of oneself in the event (autobiographical) [2]. Memory impacts
on the sense of self since autobiographical memory facilitates a sense of who one is across time; a sense that unfolds in the
stories of our lives [36]. For instance, when discussing oneself a person might highlight a story that depicts his/her
friendships in high school or family holiday rituals. Such stories narrate one’s sense of self across time.
This ability to narrate our life to ourselves is a critical element of self-coherence since via this integration of our life stories
we become aware of how past events impact on current experiences [27]. In the view of interpersonal neurobiology by
directing attention to an individual’s stories of self and their experiences the nurse can begin to grasp how an individual
narrates his/her life to themselves. The process builds relationships ground in the nurse’s in-depth knowing and
understanding of the individual; a critical step that deepens engagement and a relationship that is based on knowing the
patient and his/her unique experiences [7] .
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Building a sense of self-coherence is also a part of the healing process. In the case of recovery from serious mental illness
(SMI), the loss of self-coherence is often a byproduct of how SMI impacts on the autobiography of self. This loss may
occur if the experience of illness disturbs a previous identity, invites experiences of being different from others, or leads to
a sense that one’s thoughts about themselves are incomprehensible [24]. In Adnøy Eriksen and her colleagues’ view (2014)
having a sense of connection to a clinician allows an individual to be open and affected by others and initiates a process
where an individual can begin to own his/her experiences. Individuals in recovery have told researchers what they needed
were relationships that helped them make sense of themselves. In this light apprehending how stories weave into a
narrative is a critical step in recovery since the experience helps individuals establish some meaning and control over their
experiences [37].

6 Beyond engagement: What happens from here
Ultimately PMH nurses need to articulate the psychotherapeutic processes operating within the engagement and
relationship building processes so they might focus on the critical question: how does the nurse-patient relationship
support individuals dealing with SMI to move towards the lives they choose? [12, 38]. From an interpersonal neurobiology
perspective, shared emotional states have in and of themselves a growth producing capacity because via this empathic
connection the nurse helps individuals direct attention to their mental life as well their automatic way of responding to life
situations. This ushers in awareness of alternative responses which when practiced facilitates new patterns of activation in
the brain [27]. In this light the relationship work of PMH nurses has the potential to build new neural connections that
increase mid-prefrontal lobe integration; integration that supports essential functions such as emotional balance and
response flexibility [27]. In a similar model Wheeler (2011) outlined a growth process related to adaptive information
processing [20]. Here dysregulation is seen as a byproduct of an individual splitting off particular experiences from the
experience of self. The therapeutic relationship is aimed at integrating the thinking, feeling and remembering components
of the self and self-experiences.
Joining with patients in a mindful, open, compassionate and non-judgmental manner also provides a relationship pathway
that an individual may utilize to move towards wellness [7]. Individuals in recovery have told researchers about their
relationships with PMH nurses; both ones where they had a sense of openness and trust and ones where they experienced
clinicians as detached [24, 33]. These individuals said they needed an authentic relationships as well as validation and
support for their experiences. But they also needed “to get to the solution….Education, appropriate referrals, and
recommended reference materials were considered important in the therapeutic relationship” [33 p. 282]. Once PMH nurses
are clear about the cognitive strategies they are using to engage patients the relationship becomes a partnership where the
nurse draws upon various strategies to help patients move towards the behaviors they see as useful and fit with their ideas
on achieving wellness [38, 39].

7 Conclusion
The traditional PMH engagement framework of understanding meaning, deciphering needs, and grasping the patient’s
story within the relationship takes on a new dimension when merged with the language of interpersonal neuroscience. The
language is particularly useful when structuring explanations of how the nurse harnesses attention and affect to forge
connections; explanations which clarify the engagement process. Identifying the psychotherapeutic processes involved in
engagement is vital to replicating them with some reliability and for training new PMH nurses in how to establish
therapeutic relationships. To nurture continued growth of the specialty it is also essential to move beyond engagement to
demonstrating how PMH nurses help individuals lead the life they define as meaningful [18]. Such work will require PMH
nurses claim the time to be present with patients and to cultivate the openness and attunement that is the essential platform
for the unfolding narrative. It will also require PMH nurses respect the purpose of their interpersonal practice and be clear
about what they do to help individuals move towards wellness and a more meaningful life.
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